
Getting Programs Right: the End-user, and Fast 
Algorithms (Computational Thinking for Digital 
Technologies PO4) 

Facilitators Notes  

Purpose  
These notes are intended to support teachers and leaders facilitate the pīkau Getting 
Programs Right: the End-user and Fast Algorithms (CTDT PO4) to a group of teachers, for 
example, in a staff meeting.  

Pre-requisites  
Essential:  
 
As a minimum participants should have completed the pīkau  

● First steps in programming (CT PO 1) (EMP05) 
● Programming with Sequence and Output ( CT PO 2) (EMP06) 
● What is Programming (EMP07) 
● Making the Computer do the Work: Programming with Loops (CT PO3) (EMP08) 

 
It is best if participants have also completed the pīkau What is Computational Thinking and 
Computational Thinking: the international perspective before this pīkau.  

Preparation 
Complete the pīkau yourself.  
 
Ask participants to bring their laptops. If they don’t already have a Kia Takatū account they 
should set one up via https://kiatakatu.ac.nz/ so they can access the pīkau directly to 
participate in the activities. 
 
Activity 1: Participants will work through the quiz within the pīkau either individually or in 
pairs. 
 
Activity 2: Discussion. Think about how you could use programming in your own setting.  
 
Related pīkau:  

https://kiatakatu.ac.nz/


First steps in programming: CT PO 1 (EMP05)  and Programming with Sequence and 
Output: CT PO2 (EMP06), What is Programming (EMP07) and Making the Computer do the 
Work: Programming with Loops (EMP08) 

Facilitation notes  
These are arranged in the order that the content appears in the pīkau.  
 
Access to a data projector or shared screen and speakers to present the pīkau is 
recommended.  
 
Estimated time: 1 hour 24 minutes (without activities), 1 hour 42 minutes with activities 
(recommended). 
Please note: this is a longer pīkau. You may like to split it up and do each of the four 
sections over separate sessions or combine some of them. They do not have to be done in a 
particular order.  

● Selection using the “if” operation (35 minutes including introduction) 
● Human computer interaction (HCI) (28 minutes) 
● Sorting algorithms (12 minutes) 
● Debugging (23 minutes including ‘wrapping up’).  

 

Section Facilitation notes 

Introduction and What you’ll learn 
3 minutes 
 
 

The key points of this section are that you will learn 
how to: 

● Describe how the three key building blocks of 
sequence, selection, and iteration can be 
illustrated in the classroom 

● Describe the use of comparator operators 
● Help students debug simple algorithms and 

programs 
● Recognise how one problem can have 

multiple algorithms with different efficiencies 
that solve it 

● Recognise standard techniques for 
evaluating user interfaces 

Why this matters… 
3 minutes 
 

The key points of this section are: 
● Whenever we interact with digital devices it is 

through an interface.  
● The quality of the interface can have a large 

impact on the user. 

Links to existing knowledge 
3 minutes 
 

The keys point of this section are: 
● HCI can be found in everyday life. 
● Selection is one of the 6 key elements of a 

programming language which we looked at in 



the previous pīkau What is programming? 
(EMP07)  

● We’ve already looked at debugging in Pīkau 
06: CTDT P)2: Programming with Sequence 
and Output. Here we will take it further.  

● We are not teaching you to program with this 
course but to understand the point of the 
progress outcome. 

Selection using the “if” operation 
21 minutes 

The key points of this section are: 
● The ‘if’ operator allows the program to do 

different things based on decisions, typically 
using the input to affect what happens. 

Quiz(Activity 1): Predicting the outcome 
5 mins 

Take the quiz as either individuals or in pairs. 
Discuss any differences of opinions.  

Human Computer Interaction: Evaluating 
Interfaces 
12 minutes 

The key points of this section are: 
● It is difficult to design good user interface. 
● Good interface needs to fast to use, easy to 

understand and enjoyable to use. 
● The best way to test HCI is by having the 

actual prospective users test it. 

HCI Evaluation 
12 minutes 

The key points of this section are: 
● Interface is what a human sees in the 

computer: the screen, the keyboard and the 
mouse. In other digital devices, it might be 
other components like buttons, tiny displays, 
lights and sound. 

● Poor HCI can be annoying in minor cases or 
lead to unwanted outcomes in extreme 
instances. 

● Poor HCI can often be prevented with some 
thought on the part of the programmer. 

● Students should be encouraged to think 
about the end-user. 

HCI activity (Activity 2) 
3 minutes 

Go through the slide show as a group spotting the 
issues. 

Improving HCI (Activity 3) 
5 minutes 

Take the quiz as either individuals or in pairs. 
Discuss any differences of opinions.  

Sorting algorithms 
3 minutes 

The key point of this section is: 
● Some algorithms are much quicker than 

others.  

Evaluating an Algorithm The key points of this section are: 



6 minutes ● There are many ways to measure the 
efficiency of algorithms. 

● Here we are focusing on how long they take 
to run. 

Sorting Algorithms Quiz 
3 minutes 

Work through the quiz either in pairs or individually. 
Discuss results. 

Debugging 
14 minutes 

The key points of this section are: 
● The three questions we learnt in Pīkau 06: 

CTDT P)2: Programming with Sequence and 
Output are still relevant at this level. 

● Here are some additional questions to 
support learners with more complex bugs. 

Debugging Quiz 
2 minutes 

Work through the quiz either in pairs or individually. 
Discuss results. 

Link to programme design  
2 minutes 

The key point of this section is: 
● Comparator operators ( >, <, =) can be used 

any many curriculum areas when comparing 
data. 

● HCI ties closely with the Key Competencies 
of Relating to others and Using language, 
symbols, and texts. 

Wrapping up and where to next? 
5 minutes 
 

The key point of this section is:  
● Most of Progress Outcome 4 has been 

covered in this pīkau. 
● Binary numbers and error detection and 

correction have not been covered in this 
pīkau. 

 
 
 
 
 


